Describe your biggest pain point you faced in
managing a situation like COVID-19?

Impact of COVID-19 on Global Supply Chains
Our brief visual guide features the survey conducted during a Thomson Reuters webinar that was held across Europe, Middle East, Africa &
Asia. This explored the state of business readiness in these markets to tackle the outbreak, focusing on the areas that were impacted the
most, as well as the potential value that technology can offer corporate organizations in the coming months.
How disruptive was COVID-19
outbreak on your supply chain?

What has had the biggest impact on your supply
chain since the COVID-19 outbreak?
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Do you foresee nationalism on
supply chain rising?
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NO
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TR COVID-19 Resource Centre: https://www.thomsonreuters.com/en/resources/
covid-19.html
* Data gathered from polls and surveys asked during the Impact of COVID-19 on Global Supply Chain webinar, hosted by Thomson
Reuters. Valid as of 14th April, 2020.
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Do you see your business turning
YES
towards technology to improve
supply chain visibility and manage
future disruptions effectively? NO 16.25%

In times like these, Thomson Reuters is here to help.
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technology to change your supply
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Was your business prepared to YES
meet unforeseen circumstances,
like COVID-19? NO

Did your business have a plan to mitigate COVID-19
related supply disruptions?
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